We Improved Our Salary Scale
Design Report
Our Salary Scale Design Report has a new look! Over many years, we’ve
learned a lot from our clients about how they use our Salary Scale Design
reports, so we thought it’s time for a change.
For 2021, we’ve developed new features to help clients understand their market position even better, along with new
features to assist in measuring the budgetary impact of scale design changes. The new report is also more flexible to
accommodate for different types of users. Here’s everything you need to know about the new report:

New! Incumbent Base
Salary Position Analysis
This chart, previously an optional item,
has now been incorporated into the
standard report. It allows clients to see
where incumbents fall in the salary range,
highlighting those outside the range.
At a glance, management can easily
understand whether the salary scale is
being used effectively.

Simplified Executive
Summary
Every important observation can now
easily be found in one place! This
opening section outlines all salient
findings from your Salary Scale
Design project.
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Clear Cost Implications
When it comes to salary scale design, managers and stakeholders often want to know
how much is it going to cost. We made enhancements that show the cost implications
from each proposed salary scale, making it easier to assess each option against your
internal budget.
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Change in Pricing
As a result of the new enhancements we made, we updated our pricing,
which also takes effect March 2021:
•

$4,500 for Private sector and International Organization sector clients

•

$3,500 for our NGO sector clients

$

Clients with ongoing ad
hoc and multi-year salary
scale design projects will
retain the same pricing
stated in their contracts.

To learn more about our approach to salary scale design, access our e-book here or see case
studies of how we were able to solve different salary scale issues for our clients.
We will begin using our new Salary Scale Design Report in February. Contact us to schedule
a demo or check out our LinkedIn page and website for more announcements.

Designing good salary scales requires rigorous analysis
and expertise. We can help you! Contact us to schedule a
consultation and demo of our Scale Design Report.
Let’s Talk.

Email / Website / LinkedIn

